In situ transmission electron microscopy study of electrochemical sodiation and potassiation of carbon nanofibers.
Carbonaceous materials have great potential for applications as anodes of alkali-metal ion batteries, such as Na-ion batteries and K-ion batteries (NIB and KIBs). We conduct an in situ study of the electrochemically driven sodiation and potassiation of individual carbon nanofibers (CNFs) by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The CNFs are hollow and consist of a bilayer wall with an outer layer of disordered-carbon (d-C) enclosing an inner layer of crystalline-carbon (c-C). The d-C exhibits about three times volume expansion of the c-C after full sodiation or potassiation, thus suggesting a much higher storage capacity of Na or K ions in d-C than c-C. For the bilayer CNF-based electrode, a steady sodium capacity of 245 mAh/g is measured with a Coulombic efficiency approaching 98% after a few initial cycles. The in situ TEM experiments also reveal the mechanical degradation of CNFs through formation of longitudinal cracks near the c-C/d-C interface during sodiation and potassiation. Geometrical changes of the tube are explained by a chemomechanical model using the anisotropic sodiation/potassiation strains in c-C and d-C. Our results provide mechanistic insights into the electrochemical reaction, microstructure evolution and mechanical degradation of carbon-based anodes during sodiation and potassiation, shedding light onto the development of carbon-based electrodes for NIBs and KIBs.